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Timing and PT Evolution of Whiteschist Metamorphism in the
Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt Orogen (Zambia): Implications
for the Assembly of Gondwana
Timm John,1,2 Volker Schenk, Klaus Mezger,2 and Francis Tembo3
Institut fu¨r Geowissenschaften, Universita¨t Kiel, Olshausenstrasse 40, 24098 Kiel, Germany
(e-mail: tj@min.uni-kiel.de)
A B S T R A C T
One of the world’s most extensive occurrences of whiteschists (talc-kyanite schists) is located in south central Africa
with several exposures along a ca. 700 km northwest-southeast striking zone. The metamorphic evolution and age
relations of whiteschists and associated rocks from four localities, three in the Lufilian Arc and one in the Zambezi
Belt, were investigated. In the Lufilian Arc whiteschists, associated garnet-amphibolites and biotite-kyanite-garnet
gneisses record peak metamorphic conditions of about C at kbar. Whiteschists, associated antho-750 25 13 1
phyllite-cordierite-kyanite gneisses, and garnet-staurolite-kyanite schists from the Zambezi Belt indicate peak meta-
morphic conditions of about C at kbar. Mineral reaction textures imply a metamorphic evolution700 25 10 1
along clockwise PT paths with peak metamorphism culminating at high-pressure amphibolite facies conditions. The
shapes of the PT paths are interpreted to result from crustal thickening. On the basis of these interpretations and a
concordant monazite age of Ma for a biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss combined with 207Pb/235U ages of 531 to529 2
Ma from monazites from whiteschists, we concluded that the crustal thickening event affected the entire532 2
Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt orogen almost simultaneously. Whiteschist formation was related to the final continental
collision between the Congo and the Kalahari cratons at ca. 530 Ma during the assembly of Gondwana, which followed
the subduction of oceanic lithosphere and eclogite formation at about 600 Ma.
Online enhancements: appendix, references cited, tables.
Introduction
The Pan-African orogenies that developed during
the assembly of the supercontinent Gondwana be-
tween 750 and 500 Ma (Condie 2002) represent the
last major orogenic cycle that formed and reworked
the continental crust of Africa. Determining the
relationship between the large continental shields
of the Kalahari and the Congo cratons allows for
an understanding of the assembly of Gondwana as
well as the geodynamic setting of the final for-
mation and reworking of the African continental
crust. A key location for the investigation of this
relationship during the crucial time period is the
Manuscript received November 1, 2002; accepted April 30,
2003.
1 Author for correspondence.
2 Institute fu¨r Mineralogie, Universita¨t Mu¨nster, Correns-
strasse 24, 48149 Mu¨nster, Germany.
3 School of Mines, University of Zambia, P.O. Box 32379,
Lusaka, Zambia.
prominent east-west striking Pan-African transcon-
tinental belt (fig. 1), which separates these two cra-
tons (e.g., Porada 1989).
A formerly widely accepted hypothesis held that
the Congo and the Kalahari cratons formed one
continuous shield before the Gondwana assembly
started and that there was only minor rifting in
between (e.g., Hanson et al. 1994). However, in re-
cent years evidence for a different scenario has been
found. For example, Porada and Berhorst (2000) pro-
posed that rifting started at ca. 880 Ma and sepa-
rated the Congo-Tanzania plate probably from the
Angola-Kalahari plate, leading to the formation of
a passive continental margin on the southern side
of the Congo craton. Geochemical data and PT es-
timates from Zambian eclogites (Zambezi Belt) give
evidence for subduction of oceanic crust at ca. 600
Ma (John et al. 2003). However, not much is known
about the final continental collision that caused the
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Figure 1. Pan-African Belts in central southern Africa
and their general strike (gray). WCBpWest Congo Belt;
KB p Kaoko Belt; DB p Damara Belt; LA p Lufilian
Arc; ZB p Zambezi Belt; MB p Moc¸ambique Belt.
crustal thickening within this transcontinental
Pan-African belt.
Whiteschists (talc-kyanite schists) are low-
temperature/high-pressure rocks that, as potential
subduction- and collision-related rocks (Schreyer
1973), may provide additional information about
orogenic evolution. Whiteschists typically are
found in Alpine-type orogens (e.g., Western Alps
and Hindu Kush; Schreyer and Abraham 1976; Cho-
pin 1984) and are usually interpreted as being of
metasomatic origin. Metasomatism may occur be-
fore (e.g., Pawlig and Baumgartner 2001) or during
metamorphism (e.g., Johnson and Oliver 2002),
while the precursor rocks are in most cases of felsic
(e.g., Pawlig and Baumgartner 2001) or, rarely, of
mafic or sedimentary origin (e.g., Schreyer and
Abraham 1976; Johnson and Oliver 2002). The sta-
bility field of the talc-kyanite assemblage is re-
stricted to temperatures between ca. 600 and
800C and pressures from ca. 6 kbar up to condi-
tions of the ultrahighpressure metamorphism (130
kbar) (e.g., Chopin 1984; Massonne 1989), thus
whiteschists are formed during subduction or
crustal thickening under a low geothermal gradi-
ent. Zambia hosts one of the most extensive oc-
currences of whiteschists in the world (Vra´na and
Barr 1972; Schreyer 1977). In southern Africa, one
additional whiteschist occurrence is known from
northern Zimbabwe (Johnson and Oliver 1998,
2002) within the spatial extension of the Zambian
occurrences (C in fig. 2). For the reconstruction of
the geological evolution of the Lufilian Arc–
Zambezi Belt whiteschists and associated rocks
(metapelites and anthophyllite-cordierite-kyanite
gneisses), four whiteschist localities were chosen
for petrological and geochronological studies, three
within the Lufilian Arc and one within the Zam-
bezi Belt. Mineral-chemical and textural investi-
gations in combination with quantitative geo-
thermobarometry have been used to reconstruct
the metamorphic evolution of the high-pressure
rocks. The results are used to identify the geody-
namic situation at the time of metamorphism.
Peak metamorphic conditions have been dated
with monazites, while cooling has been dated with
whole rock-mica Rb-Sr ages. In addition, basement
rocks to whiteschists in the Lufilian Arc have been
dated with zircons.
Regional Geology
The Precambrian crust of Zambia has been affected
by three major orogenic events (fig. 2). Paleopro-
terozoic crust (ca. 2.0–1.8 Ga) occurs in the north-
east of Zambia in the Bangweulu Block (Andersen
and Unrug 1984), while the Mesoproterozoic (ca.
1.3–1.0 Ga) northeast-southwest striking Irumide
Belt and Choma-Kalomo Block occur in south and
east Zambia (e.g., Hanson et al. 1988). In central
Zambia, the Mesoproterozoic units are crosscut by
the Pan-African Lufilian Arc and Zambezi Belt (fig.
1), and both have a general east-west trend (e.g.,
Porada 1989). The two younger orogens are thought
to be related to two major supercontinent-forming
events, the Mesoproterozoic (ca. 1.3–1.0 Ga) Ro-
dinia assembly (e.g., Dalziel 1992; Porada and Ber-
horst 2000) and the Late Proterozoic to Cambrian
(ca. 750–500 Ma) Gondwana assembly (e.g., Porada
1989; Unrug 1996).
A continuous transition from the Zambezi Belt
into the Moc¸ambique Belt is postulated for the re-
gion northeast of the Kalahari craton (Johnson and
Vail 1965). The northwestern end of the Zambezi
Belt is defined by the Mwembeshi Shear Zone
(MSZ), which separates the Zambezi Belt from the
Lufilian Arc (e.g., Porada 1989; fig. 2). According to
Porada and Berhorst (2000), the importance of this
dislocation zone as a dividing line between the Lu-
filian Arc and the Zambezi Belt is debatable. The
Lufilian Arc continues toward the west into the
Damara Belt, or into the West Congo Belt (Porada
and Berhorst 2000; Key et al 2001). The presence
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Figure 2. Structural provinces of Zambia, Northern Zimbabwe, and Western Moc¸ambique, modified after Sikatali
et al. (1994) and Hanson et al. (1994). Z1–Z4 p investigated areas: Z1pKabompo Dome, Z2 p Mwombezhi Dome,
Z3 p Solwezi Dome, Z4 p Chowe River (Chongwe River area). L p Lwiswishi; CZ p central Zambia; MMC p
Makuti Metamorphic Complex; C p Chewore Inliers; MM p Mavuradonha Mountains; R p Rushinga area. The
northern edge of the Kalahari craton is shown, while the Congo craton is north of the figure. Thin lines indicate
geological boundaries; thick lines indicate political borders.
of reworked older basement components is an im-
portant feature of the southern Zambezi Belt (Gos-
combe et al. 1998). In the Lufilian Arc, basement
rocks are less extensively reworked and are mainly
exposed in the Domes Region, where the basement
is overlain by rocks of the Neoproterozoic to Cam-
brian Katanga Supergroup (ca. 870–530 Ma; Porada
and Berhorst 2000; H. Porada, pers. comm., 2003).
Rb-Sr whole rock and U-Pb zircon SHRIMP ages
(Cahen et al. 1984; Rainaud et al. 1999) yielded ages
between 2.0 and 1.8 Ga for the basement rocks at
the eastern margin of the Lufilian Arc. In contrast,
a whole rock Rb-Sr isochron using samples from
the basement of the Domes Region points to a Me-
soproterozoic age of ca. 1.2 Ga (Cosi et al. 1992).
In the central Zambezi Belt, Mesoproterozoic
crustal fragments are located in the Chewore Inliers
(fig. 2). Here, crystallization ages approximately
1070 to 1080 Ma were determined and a low-P/
high-T metamorphic event with a minimum age of
about 945 Ma and a high-P/medium-T metamor-
phic event at ca. 526 Ma has been dated with the
SHRIMP technique on zircon (Goscombe et al.
2000). In addition, for the Rushinga area in north-
east Zimbabwe (fig. 2) two distinguishable meta-
morphic events are reported. A high-pressure gran-
ulite facies migmatization event between 870 and
850 Ma and an amphibolite facies event at ca. 535
Ma are constrained by zircon and titanite U-Pb ages
and Ar-Ar amphibole ages (Vinyu et al. 1999). Based
on geochemical and structural studies, an exten-
sional regime with intrusions of peralkaline rocks
at the time of the first metamorphism has been
postulated for the Rushinga area (Dirks et al. 1998;
Vinyu et al. 1999). Furthermore, granites and vol-
canic rocks with ages ranging from 880 to 840 Ma
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Figure 3. Simplified geological map of the Chongwe River Area, after Barr (1997). Inset map shows the sampled
river section (a–a′).
are widespread within the Lufilian Arc–Zambezi
Belt and are interpreted as indicators of extension
(references in Porada and Berhorst 2000).
Porada and Berhorst (2000) proposed that during
rifting, a passive continental margin formed along
the southern edge of the Congo craton. Geochem-
ical investigations of gabbros and metagabbros from
the Lufilian Arc were interpreted as an indication
that the rifting probably did not significantly over-
step a continental stage (Tembo et al. 1999), but
geochemical data obtained from eclogites and gab-
bros of central Zambia give evidence that they were
formed at an oceanic spreading center and that they
are relics of a subducted Neoproterozoic oceanic
crust. The time of eclogite formation is constrained
by Sm-Nd garnet whole rock ages of ca. 600 Ma
(John et al. 2003).
Sample Areas
Zambezi Belt: Chowe River Section. Whiteschist
in the Zambezi Belt occurs close to the Chowe
River (fig. 3; Z4 in fig. 2) and was first described by
Vra´na and Barr (1972). Following Barr (mapped in
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1970, published 1997), the migmatic and leuco-
cratic Chalenga Gneiss, porphyroblastic two-feld-
spar and muscovite gneisses, and migmatites form
the basement in this area (fig. 3). The basement is
locally overlain by the Mesoproterozoic Muva Su-
pergroup, composed of the Rufunsa Metavolcanic
Formation and the Chakwenga River Schist For-
mation. The Rufunsa Metavolcanic Formation con-
sists of amphibolites and kyanite-bearing chlorite
schists that include the investigated metapelites,
whiteschists, and anthophyllite-cordierite-kyanite
gneisses. The Chakwenga River Schist Formation
consists of biotite-plagioclase schists, amphibo-
lites, and calc-silicate rocks (fig. 3). A detailed de-
scription of the sampled outcrops, including the
latitudes and longitudes, are given in table B1 in
the online edition of the The Journal of Geology.
Lufilian Arc: Domes Region. The investigated
whiteschist occurrences within the Lufilian Arc are
all situated in the Domes region. Each of the lo-
calities belongs to a different dome (i.e., the Ka-
bompo, the Mwombezhi, and the Solwezi Dome;
fig. 4). The domes consist mainly of basement rocks
unconformably overlain at their margins by rocks
of the Neoproterozoic Katanga Supergroup. Rocks
of the Mesoproterozoic Muva Supergroup are only
found along the eastern margin of the Lufilian Arc.
No significant differences in the lithologies among
the domes have been observed (Cosi et al. 1992).
The contacts between the rocks of the lower units
of the Katanga Supergroup and the basement rocks
of the domes are not clearly defined and are usually
interpreted as sheared. The basement consists of
biotite gneisses, schistose gneisses, and rare mig-
matites. The Katanga Supergroup within and
around the domes mainly consists of the lower
units of the Roan Group with Mg-rich quartzites,
mica schists, metapelites, and amphibolites.
Whiteschists commonly occur close to the contact
between basement and Roan Group and are thus
interpreted to belong to the lowest unit of the Roan
Group. The whiteschists are mainly exposed along
the margins of the domes, but rare outcrops exist
within the domes. The whiteschists were either
sampled at the rim (Solwezi Dome) or within a
dome (Kabompo and Mwombezhi Domes). Addi-
tionally, biotite-kyanite-garnet gneisses and garnet
amphibolites were sampled within the Solwezi
Dome. Basement rocks were sampled from the Ka-
bompo and the Solwezi Dome (fig. 4). A detailed
description of the sampled outcrops, including the
latitudes and longitudes, are given in table B1.
Petrography and Mineral Chemistry
Mineral assemblages are given in table 1 and rep-
resentative microprobe analyses are given in tables
B2–B12 in the online edition of The Journal of Ge-
ology. Mineral abbreviations are from Kretz (1983).
For details of the microprobe analyses, see appendix
A in the online edition of The Journal of Geology.
Zambezi Belt: Whiteschists and Related Chowe River
Rocks. The whiteschists of the Chowe river
occur in two varieties. The grayish white variety
(whiteschist sensu stricto) contains the assem-
blage talc-kyanite-cordierite-quartz-chlorite-hema-
tite-tourmaline  albite  phlogopite and rutile.
Kyanite may be centimeter sized, while all other
minerals are mainly in the millimeter range. The
contact between talc and kyanite is characterized
by a reaction rim of cordierite (fig. 5a). Cordierite
is completely altered to pinite with low XFe values
of 0.07 to 0.10. Talc (XFe ∼0.03) has a high alumina
content with to 0.40 per formula unitAl ≈ 0.20
(pfu). Tourmaline is Fe-rich dravite. Sample 8HC
234 (described by Vra´na and Barr 1972; reanalyzed
for this study) displays an equilibrium mineral as-
semblage of talc-quartz-albite(Ab99)-kyanite. This
assemblage, which occurs also as inclusions in ky-
anite, is interpreted to represent the equilibrium
assemblage during peak metamorphic conditions.
Phlogopite occurs only in the matrix and is related
to the retrograde evolution of this rock. The more
greenish whiteschist variety contains less or no talc
but more Mg-chlorite ( ). In some samplesX p 0.03Fe
kyanite is surrounded by sericite, whereas in other
samples kyanite is completely replaced by a fine-
grained intergrowth of sericite, talc, and quartz.
The mineral assemblages of the anthophyllite-
cordierite-kyanite gneiss are anthophyllite-horn-
blende-quartz-kyanite-cordierite  talc  mg-
chlorite  phlogopite. Staurolite may occur as
inclusion in both amphiboles and quartz (fig. 5b).
The amphiboles are centimeter sized, while all
other minerals display grain sizes in the millimeter
range. Cordierite may also form more than 10-cm
large crystals segregated along cracks and in veins.
Unzoned anthophyllite ( to 0.21) andX p 0.17Fe
tschermakitic hornblende ( to 0.20) areX p 0.17Fe
intergrown and constitute up to 70% of the rock.
Staurolite ( to 0.62) inclusions have veryX p 0.61Fe
low ZnO contents (≤0.1 wt%). Kyanite is closely
associated with orthoamphibole and always shows
a reaction rim of cordierite ( to 0.12;X p 0.11Fe
Na2O ≤0.3 wt%; fig. 5c). Quartz is a matrix mineral
but is also common as inclusions in poikiloblastic
amphibole and in intergrowths with cordierite. Lo-
cally, retrograde talc forms small flakes along rims
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Figure 4. Sample locations in simplified geological map of the Domes Region, after Thieme and Johnson (1977).
Thin lines indicate geologic boundaries; thick lines indicate political borders.
of anthophyllite. Common accessories are Fe-rich
dravite, phlogopite, ilmenite, and rutile.
Metapelites are rare in the river section. They
have the mineral assemblage garnet-quartz-white
mica-plagioclase-kyanite-staurolite-chlorite bio-
tite  chloritoid. Grain sizes are in the millimeter
range except for garnet and the rare staurolite,
which reach centimeter size. Garnet shows sig-
moidal inclusion trails of kyanite, staurolite, and
ilmenite, indicating synkinematic garnet growth.
Garnet is rich in almandine, with Alm72-82, Grs06-16,
Prp03-13 and Sps01-07 (fig. 6a, b). The garnet zonation
is of prograde origin with higher spessartine and
grossular contents in cores than at rims, while al-
mandine and pyrope contents increase toward the
rim. The metapelites display several textural types
of muscovite within and crosscutting the foliation,
but all have similar chemical composition (Sip
to 3.12 pfu; to 0.69). Biotite is only3.08 X p 0.62Fe
present in some of the studied metapelites and is
strongly chloritized in most samples. Biotite
( to 0.62), which is only slightly affectedX p 0.58Fe
by retrogression, shows exsolution of ilmenite at
the rims and displays a low Ti content (0.11–0.12
pfu). Plagioclase is common as a matrix mineral in
almost all samples except in sample Z 270-6, where
plagioclase as well as kyanite only occur as tiny
inclusions in garnet. The An content increases
slightly from core to rim in the matrix plagioclase
(An44-An47) and in plagioclase inclusions in garnet
(An22-An28). In some rocks, kyanite and garnet con-
tain inclusions of staurolite ( to 0.93;X p 0.85Fe
to 2.4 wt%; fig. 5d). Retrograde chlor-ZnOp 1.3
itoid ( to 0.92) occurs along cracks in gar-X p 0.91Fe
net and replaces staurolite inclusions (fig. 5e). Ad-
ditionally, chloritoid surrounds and replaces
staurolite in the matrix. Retrograde chlorite
( to 0.77) partially replaces biotite and/X p 0.56Fe
or garnet in all metapelites.
Lufilian Arc: Whiteschists and Solwezi Dome Rocks.
The whiteschists of the Lufilian Arc contain the
mineral assemblages talc-kyanite-quartz-tourma-
line-hematite-rutile. The greenish whiteschist va-
riety of the Chowe River was not found, but a
brownish variety with the retrograde assem-
blage phlogopite-phengite-quartz-kyanite-chlorite
occurs. Kyanite is centimeter sized whereas all
other minerals are in the millimeter range. Kyanite
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Table 1. Mineral Assemblages of Analyzed Samples
Sample Type Location Amp Bt Chl Crd Ctd Grt Ky Ms Pl St Tlc
8HC 234  Z x x x x x
Z 103-2  Z x x x x x x x
Z 103-12  Z x x x
Z 270-5  Z x x x x x x x
Z 270-6  Z x x x x x x x
Z 272-1b  Z x x x x x
Z 220-1  L x x x x
Z 220-7  L x x x x
Z 221-1  L x x x x
Z 222-1  L x x x x
Z 223-1  L x x x
Z 230-1  L x x
Z 241-1  L x x x
Z 244-1  L x x
Z 245-1  L x x
Note. Plus ; minus ; Belt sample; Arc sample.signp whiteschist signp nonwhiteschist Zp Zambesi Lp Lufilian
usually has inclusion-free cores and poikiloblastic
rims that are clouded with inclusions. Talc has
lower Al contents and XFe compared with the
Chowe River samples ( to 0.15, rarely upAlp 0.12
to ∼0.20 pfu; to 0.007). Tourmaline isX p 0.005Fe
Fe-rich dravite with greenish cores and yellow rims.
Hematite is very common and can constitute up
to 20% of the rock. Magnesian chlorite was not
found in any of the investigated whiteschists sensu
stricto. The phengite of the brownish variety has
Si contents of about 3.25 pfu and contains 0.5 to
1.0 wt% Na2O. The phlogopite ( to 0.06)X p 0.05Fe
contains ∼0.8 wt% TiO2 and ∼0.5 wt% Na2O.
Within the brownish variety, no talc was found, and
hematite is less common, but Mg chlorite occurs
as a minor phase.
The biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss contains the
mineral assemblages biotite-quartz-plagioclase-
kyanite-garnet. Kyanite occurs in sizes up to 1 cm,
while all other minerals have grain sizes in the mil-
limeter range. Greenish biotite grew within the fo-
liation but may also crosscut it. Biotite has a green-
ish color and matrix biotite differs chemically from
biotite associated with garnet. Matrix biotite (XFe
∼0.36) has wt%, while biotite associatedTiO 1 12
with garnet (XFe ∼0.38) has wt%. GarnetTiO ! 12
is almandine rich, with Alm62-66, Grs11-12, Prp18-24,
and Sps1-5. The garnet zonation is restricted to a
small retrograde rim with slightly higher pyrope
contents in the cores than at rims, while almandine
and spessartine contents and XFe (from 0.72 to 0.78)
increase toward the rim (fig. 6c). Plagioclase that
occurs close to garnet is slightly zoned with An27
in the core and An30 at the rim. Matrix plagioclase
(An24) shows no zoning. Accessory phases include
muscovite inclusions in quartz and plagioclase, ap-
atite, and magnetite.
The mineral assemblages of the garnet amphib-
olites are amphibole-quartz-garnet-plagioclase 
biotite  scapolite  epidote. The amphibole is a
ferropargasite (XFe ∼0.55 to 0.60) with TiO2 contents
between 0.5 and 0.9 wt%. Most amphiboles contain
relics of former pyroxenes in the cores; in some
amphiboles tiny inclusions of titanite occur. Gar-
net is slightly zoned and shows preserved growth
zoning and retrograde zoning near rims. Core-rim
compositions are Alm56-57 to Alm57-60, Grs26-28 to
Grs22-30, Prp09-11 to Prp11-12, and Sps05-09 to Sps03-06. The
XFe value ranges from 0.80 to 0.88, with higher XFe
in the core than at the retrograde rims. Plagioclase
is zoned with An44 in the core and An50-56 near the
rim. Where plagioclase is associated with garnet
and biotite, the An content can increase up to An65.
In sample Z 223-1, only albitic plagioclase (An10) is
preserved as inclusion in amphibole. In this rock,
scapolite occurs with ∼1 wt% Cl, associated with
epidote with TiO2 ∼0.9 wt%. Biotite ( toX p 0.44Fe
0.45) has TiO2 contents of 2.2 to 2.3 wt%. Biotite
is usually associated with garnet and plagioclase
(fig. 5f). Ilmenite, magnetite, titanite, and apatite
are common accessories.
Reaction History and PT Evolution
Zambezi Belt: Chowe River Rocks. Mineral as-
semblages of the different rock types of the Chowe
River section, including whiteschist, anthophyl-
lite-kyanite-cordierite gneiss, and metapelite, in-
dicate high metamorphic temperatures and pres-
sures. These rock types also have common reaction
textures pointing to decompression after peak
metamorphism (e.g., cordierite rims surround ky-
anite). These shared characteristics as well as the
close association of the rocks in the field indicate
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Figure 5. a, Kyanite in a matrix of talc and quartz surrounded by a cordierite rim. Quartz is not shown. Chowe
River area, whiteschist (Z 103-12). Field of view ca. 1 mm. b, Staurolite relic as inclusion in hornblende. Chowe
River area, Ged-Crd-Ky gneiss (Z 103-2). Field of view ca. 1 mm. c, Kyanite and anthophyllite are separated by a
cordierite rim; black mineral is ilmenite. Chowe River area, Ged-Crd-Ky gneiss (Z 103-2). Field of view ca. 0.75 mm.
d, Staurolite as inclusion in porphyroblastic garnet and kyanite. Black mineral is ilmenite, white lath is muscovite,
and the dark gray mineral is chlorite. Chowe River area, metapelite (Z 270-5). Field of view ca. 1.5 mm. e, Late-stage
chloritoid grown along cracks in garnet and surrounding former staurolite inclusions. Chowe River area, metapelite
(Z 270-6). Field of view ca. 0.75 mm. f, Garnet resorption and biotite-plagioclase intergrowth. Biotite and plagioclase
forming rims between garnet and amphibole. Solwezi Dome, Grt-amphibolite (Z 222-1). Field of view ca. 1 mm.
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Figure 6. Garnet zoning profiles: a, metapelite with
matrix Ky (Z 270-5); b, metapelite with Ky only as in-
clusion in Grt (Z 270-6) from the Chowe River section;
and c, Bt-Ky-Grt gneiss from the Solwezi Dome (Z 221-
1).
that they experienced the same metamorphic evo-
lution. Most information on the different stages of
the metamorphic evolution can be obtained from
the metapelites, while some crucial reactions are
also preserved in the whiteschists and anthophyl-
lite-kyanite-cordierite gneisses.
Peak metamorphic conditions were estimated
with the garnet-biotite Fe-Mg exchange ther-
mometer (Kleemann and Reinhardt 1994) and
the equilibrium garnet-alumosilicate-quartz-plagi-
oclase (GASP; Koziol 1989).
Prograde Evolution. A prograde reaction tex-
ture is preserved in the anthophyllite-cordierite-
kyanite gneiss, in which staurolite forms inclu-
sions in amphiboles (fig. 5b). These relics are
attributed to the reaction
staurolite chlorite r anthophyllite kyanite.
(1)
Based on observations of natural assemblages in
amphibolites in New Hampshire, Spear and Rum-
ble (1986) proposed a petrogenetic grid (FMASH sys-
tem) placing this reaction at about 550–600C (fig.
7).
The next preserved step on the PT path is a
staurolite-consuming reaction in Fe-rich metape-
lites. Inclusions of staurolite in kyanite and garnet
indicate the FASH reaction
Fe-staurolite quartz r garnet kyanite (2)
has been overstepped (fig. 5d). However, the ter-
minal stability reaction for staurolite in the
KFMASH system,
staurolitemuscovite quartz r
garnet kyanite biotite, (3)
(Spear and Cheney 1989) was not reached, since
staurolite relics are preserved in the muscovite
matrix. This limits the metamorphic tem-quartz
peratures to below ca. 710C (fig. 7).
Peak-Metamorphic Conditions. Two different
samples of metapelites were investigated that have
slightly different mineral assemblages. One sample
contains kyanite in the matrix; in the other kyanite
occurs only as inclusions in garnet. The outer parts
of garnet in the latter type (sample Z 270-6) contain
inclusions of quartz, kyanite, and plagioclase, a
mineral assemblage suitable for GASP barometry.
Pressure estimates for the later stages of garnet
growth are based on these inclusions. However, the
estimates suffer from the lack of well-constrained
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Figure 7. PT diagram with relevant reaction curves for
the PT evolution of the Chowe River section. Al2SiO5
triple point after Holdaway (1971), MASH system for
whiteschists after Massonne (1989), KFMASH system for
metapelites after Spear and Cheney (1989), and FMASH
system for cordierite-anthophyllite gneisses modified af-
ter Spear and Rumble (1986). 1, Garnet-biotite thermom-
etry (Kleemann and Reinhardt 1994); 2, garnet-alumo-
silicate-quartz-plagioclase equilibrium (Koziol 1989)
using matrix plagioclase and matrix garnet rim (Z 270-
5); 2′, using rim of plagioclase inclusion and surrounding
garnet rim (Z 270-6); 2′′, using core of plagioclase inclu-
sion in garnet (Z 270-6) as explained in text. a–d, Garnet-
muscovite-biotite-plagioclase barometry (a, Powell and
Holland 1988; b, Mg, Hoisch 1990; c, Hodges and Crow-
ley 1985; d, Fe, Hoisch 1990).
temperature information for this stage of the PT
evolution. Because the inclusions occur only in the
outer parts of garnet, it is assumed that they were
probably trapped at or above 600C and not close
to the Grt-in temperature. According to the pre-
served prograde garnet growth zoning, which shows
a slightly higher Grs content and XFe value in the
core than in the rim (fig. 6b), the prograde heating
path seems to have had a flatter dP/dT slope than
the GASP-equilibrium curve (fig. 7). Plagioclase in-
clusions (ca. 0.10–0.01 mm) are zoned from core
(An21) toward the rim (An32), while the surrounding
garnet is zoned toward the inclusion (Grs14 and
Grs11). Assuming that the rims of the plagioclase
inclusions (An32) were in equilibrium with the sur-
rounding Grt rims (Grs11) and that the Pl cores
(An21) were in equilibrium with those parts of the
garnet not affected by the late stage equilibration
with the inclusions (Grs14), both composition pairs
were used for pressure estimates. The pressure es-
timates of 10–11 kbar using core compositions of
Pl inclusion and corresponding garnet composi-
tions and an assumed temperature of about 600–
650C are attributed to a stage of the prograde PT
evolution (curve 2′′ in fig. 7). The combination of
the inclusion rim with the surrounding garnet rim
results in GASP equilibrium curve ca. 2 kbar lower
than the one of the core estimates (curve 2′ in fig.
7). The latter pressure estimate is similar to that
for peak metamorphism, which was calculated
from rim compositions of minerals (Grt, Pl, Bt) of
rock samples that contain kyanite in the matrix
(sample Z 270-5). These peak estimates reveal con-
ditions of about C at around kbar700  25 10 1
(curves 1 and 2 in fig. 7). Garnet-muscovite-biotite-
plagioclase barometry (Hodges and Crowley 1985;
Powell and Holland 1988; Hoisch 1990) yields sim-
ilar estimates of ca. 9 to kbar at11 1 700 
C (curves a–d in fig. 7). The high Al2O3 content25
of talc in the whiteschists is in agreement with the
high temperatures obtained (Massonne 1995).
Retrograde Evolution. Three different stages of
the retrograde PT path can be deduced from mineral
reaction textures. The first stage is based on a re-
action texture in whiteschist, where cordierite
forms rims surrounding kyanite in a talc-quartz
matrix (fig. 5a), which can be attributed to the de-
compression reaction
talc kyanite quartz r cordierite (4)
(Schreyer and Seifert 1969; Massonne 1989). Also
in the anthophyllite-cordierite-kyanite gneiss, cor-
dierite forms rims surrounding kyanite (fig. 5c). Ap-
plying the FMASH grids of Spear and Rumble (1986)
and Schumacher and Robinson (1987), this cordi-
erite rim is interpreted as a decompression texture
as well (fig. 7). The corresponding reaction is
anthophyllite kyanite quartz r
cordierite. (5)
A third retrograde stage was found in metapelites,
where chloritoid replaces staurolite and garnet (fig.
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Figure 8. PT diagram with relevant reaction curves for
the Solwezi Dome rocks and Lufilian Arc whiteschists.
KFMASH system after Spear and Cheney (1989), MASH
system for whiteschists after Massonne (1989). Ther-
mobarometric results: -1; -1;ap Z 221 bp Z 222 cp
-1 curve; 1, garnet-biotite thermometry (Kleemann223
and Reinhardt 1994); 2, garnet-alumosilicate-quartz-
plagioclase equilibrium (Koziol 1989) with 2′ indicating
peak and 2′′ retrograde conditions; 3, garnet-hornblende
thermometry (Graham and Powell 1984); 4, garnet-
plagioclase-quartz-biotite equilibrium (Hoisch 1990).
Thick arrows show possible PT paths. Shaded areas in-
dicate uncertainties of PT estimates.
5e). First, chlorite was produced by the resorption
of biotite according to the reaction
staurolite biotite quartzH O r2
chlorite garnetmuscovite. (6)
Subsequently, chloritoid is formed by the reaction
garnet staurolite chlorite r
chloritoidmuscovite quartz. (7)
The grid of Spear and Cheney (1989) places these
reactions between 550 and 600C (fig. 7).
PT Path. The combination of the petrological
features described above allows the reconstruction
of a clockwise PT path with peak metamorphic
conditions near kbar and temperatures of10 1
ca. C (fig. 7). The proposed slope of the700  25
PT path with constant or slightly decreasing pres-
sures during prograde heating is supported by the
preserved Grs-growth zoning in metapelitic garnet.
Lufilian Arc: Solwezi Dome Rocks. Outcrops with
fresh rocks are rare because of the strong weath-
ering and the widespread lateritic cover, and thus,
the amount of samples and lithologies that can be
used for petrological investigations are limited.
However, peak metamorphic conditions are esti-
mated using the same geothermobarometers as de-
scribed above as well as the garnet-hornblende Fe-
Mg exchange thermometer (Graham and Powell
1984) and the garnet-quartz-plagioclase-biotite
equilibrium (Hoisch 1990).
Metamorphic Evolution and PT Path. The
chemical profiles of garnets of the investigated am-
phibolites and gneisses show flat patterns as well
as minor growth zoning, but usually only the outer
part of the garnet rims are affected by retrogression.
Using the most Mg-rich part from the prograde gar-
net zoning with matrix amphiboles (amphibolite)
and cores of homogenized garnets with matrix pla-
gioclase cores (biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss), esti-
mates of peak-conditions give ca. 740 to 755 
C at about kbar (fig. 8).25 13 1
Information about the metamorphic evolution is
only given through the resorption of garnet. In am-
phibolites, garnet resorption is probably related to
the reaction
garnet amphibole r
biotite plagioclase quartz, (8)
which resulted in plagioclase-biotitequartz co-
ronas between garnet and amphibole (fig. 5f). Since
only little biotite was formed, the necessary K con-
tent for the biotite formation could have come from
the related amphibole consumption (11 wt% K2O).
Within the biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss, garnet re-
sorption can be attributed to the reaction
grossular quartz kyanite r anorthite (9)
and indicates decompression (like reaction [8]). The
newly formed plagioclase displays higher An con-
tents (An30) than the peak stage plagioclase (An24).
Estimates obtained from products of reactions (8)
and (9) as well as matrix biotite (biotite-kyanite-
garnet gneiss) and the rim compositions of garnet
point to lower temperatures of ca. 610 to 650 
C and a pressures drop of at least 2 kbar (fig. 8).25
Combining the PT estimates and decompression
features obtained from the amphibolites and
gneisses indicates a clockwise PT evolution with
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peak metamorphic conditions of about kbar13 1
and temperatures of ca. C (fig. 8). PT con-750  25
ditions of cooling are about C at pres-630  25
sures below 9–10 kbar. Further cooling and exhu-
mation is not documented in mineral textures and
chemistry.
Discussion and Comparison with Previous Studies.
Peak metamorphic conditions were C at700  25
kbar in the Chowe River section in the Zam-10 1
bezi Belt and C at kbar for some750  25 13 1
whiteschist occurrences of the Lufilian Arc. A
clockwise PT path characterizes both areas. Sub-
sequent to the thermal peak, the rocks experienced
nearly isothermal decompression. Both decompres-
sion paths are interpreted to be the consequence of
a significant, early tectonic crustal thickening
event, which was followed by rapid erosion and/or
tectonic uplift.
The petrological results of the present study are
supported by previous studies of different parts of
the Zambezi Belt and Lufilian Arc. Regarding the
Zambezi Belt, Johnson and Oliver (1998) estimated
minimum PT conditions of about 590C and 13
kbar for a yoderite-bearing whiteschist terrane in
the Chewore Inliers (fig. 2). In addition, the authors
calculated metamorphic peak conditions of 700C
and 10.5 kbar for Grt-bearing amphibolites and me-
tapelites in a neighboring ophiolite terrane. Similar
estimates (600–750C/8–9 kbar) are given by Gos-
combe et al. (1998) for their M2 event in several
terranes of the Chewore Inliers. The M2 event was
followed by an almost isothermal decompression
that is similar to the metamorphic evolution of the
Chowe River section reported here. Since Vra´na and
Barr (1972) did not find the cordierite reaction rims
in whiteschists, they proposed a more synchronous
exhumation and cooling of the Chowe River white-
schists than the data of the present study imply.
Cosi et al. (1992) reported for the Lufilian Arc a PT
evolution defined by two metamorphic stages using
phase-petrological observations obtained from am-
phibolites, whiteschists, and metapelites sampled
over the entire Domes Region. They estimated a
high-pressure amphibolite facies stage with tem-
peratures between 600 and 700C at pressures be-
low 13 kbar and late-stage, low-pressure amphib-
olite facies overprint with temperatures of 600–
700C and pressures between 5 and 6 kbar.
Cosi et al. (1992) mentioned whiteschists con-
taining garnet and eclogites containing omphacite
(XJd35 – 40 mol %) occurring in the Domes Region.
In contrast to that, the whiteschist metamorphism
from the outcrops studied here does not show ev-
idences for an eclogite facies stage. On the contrary,
the occurrence of albite in the whiteschist assem-
blage (Zambezi Belt) precludes very high pressures.
All whiteschists formed at high-grade amphibolite
facies conditions; however, there are differences be-
tween the mineral assemblages and mineral tex-
tures found in whiteschists of the Zambezi Belt and
of the Lufilian Arc. The Zambezi Belt samples dis-
play textures formed by reactions at two different
metamorphic stages after peak metamorphism: cor-
dierite formation during decompression and the
Mg-chlorite formation during subsequent cooling.
These stages are also documented within the as-
sociated rocks, again with cordierite formation dur-
ing decompression, and with chloritoid formation
during cooling (fig. 7). The investigated rocks of the
Lufilian Arc only contain information about peak
metamorphism and one stage of the retrograde evo-
lution, which was found in nonwhiteschists only.
The pressure drop during the documented retro-
grade evolution was not strong enough to form cor-
dierite in whiteschists, and the temperature con-
ditions at which the rocks partially re-equilibrated
during exhumation were above the Mg chlorite
stability field for the MASH system (fig. 8).quartz
Geochronology
The U-Pb systematics of metamorphic monazite
are used to date the peak stage of metamorphism,
while zircons are used to date the formation of the
basement of the Lufilian Arc domes. Rb-Sr cooling
ages were determined to evaluate whether the base-
ment was affected by the same metamorphism as
the overlying Katangan rocks and to reconstruct the
cooling history of the area. Monazite-forming re-
actions described for metapelitic rocks are starting
at lower amphibolite facies conditions (e.g., Smith
and Barreiro 1990; Bingen et al. 1996). Compared
with zircon, monazite is less prone to Pb-loss at
high-grade metamorphic conditions. The closure
temperature of the U-Th-Pb system in monazite
was estimated at about 700 to 750C (Mezger 1990;
Parrish 1990), but it was also argued that it is higher
than 800C (Schenk 1980; Spear and Parrish 1996).
Thus, monazite that grew during metamorphism is
ideal to date the peak stage of amphibolite facies
metamorphism (for details of sample preparation
and isotope analysis, see app. B in the online edition
of The Journal of Geology)
Sample Description. One whiteschist sample of
the greenish variety (Z 271-2) of the chlorite schists
unit of the Rufunsa Metavolcanic Formation was
selected to constrain the time of metamorphism
within the central Zambezi Belt. To determine the
age of metamorphism in the Lufilian Arc, two
whiteschists of the grayish variety, from the Ka-
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Table 2. U-Pb Analytical Results for Monazite and Zircon from Zamberi Belt and Lufilian Arc
Sample Mineral
Size
(mm) Rock type
Weight
(mg)
Composition Isotopic ratiosa
Correlation
coefficient
Apparent ages (Ma)
U
(ppm)
Pb
(ppm)
206Pb/
204Pb
206Pb/
208Pb
207Pb/
206Pb
206Pb/
238U
207Pb/
235U
206Pb/
238U
207Pb/
235U
207Pb/
206Pb
Zambesi Belt:
Z 271-2 Mnz 250–350 Whiteschist .50 221 298 3502 .06219 .05484
(.28)
.09078
(.47)
.6864
(.55)
.85 560.2 530.6 405.6
Z 271-2 Mnz Mixed Whiteschist 1.63 292 302 1907 .0816 .05599
(.29)
.08893
(.21)
.6866
(.37)
.64 549.2 530.8 425.1
Z 271-2 Mnz 60–75 Whiteschist .16 575 304 3623 .1750 .05403
(.06)
.09011
(.18)
.6713
(.19)
.88 556.2 521.5 372.3
Lufilian Arc:
Z 220-1 Zrn_Z1 75–100 Basement gneis .10 571 185 4769 13.70 .1130
(.05)
.3154
(.19)
4.914
(.19)
.93 1767 1805 1848
Z 220-1 Zrn_Z2 75–100 Basement gneis .15 467 148 3642 14.59 .1125
(.05)
.3090
(.18)
4.795
(.19)
.92 1736 1784 1841
Z 220-1 Zrn_Z3 75–100 Basement gneis .14 429 136 3361 12.16 .1129
(.05)
.3057
(.18)
4.761
(.19)
.91 1720 1778 1847
Z 220-1 Zrn_Z4 !60 Basement gneis .08 441 141 1256 13.61 .1118
(.07)
.3012
(.18)
4.643
(.20)
.86 1697 1757 1829
Z 220-1 Zrn_Z5 150–250 Basement gneis .80 638 195 1887 11.46 .1116
(.06)
.2883
(.40)
4.436
(.40)
.99 1633 1719 1826
Z 220-9 Mnz 150–200 Whiteschist .79 222 590 4129 .02925 .05314
(.11)
.08707
(.18)
.6379
(.22)
.71 538.2 501.0 334.6
Z 221-7 Mnz 100–150 Bt-ky-grt gneis .18 2810 363 8055 1.466 .05797
(.06)
.08566
(.20)
.6847
(.20)
.93 529.8 529.6 528.7
Z 230-1 Mnz 400–500 Whiteschist .49 34.2 51.0 384.7 .05376 .05734
(.33)
.08706
(.19)
.6883
(.42)
.61 538.1 531.8 504.8
Z 230-1 Mnz 75–100 Whiteschist .15 38.0 77.6 309.7 .03879 .05587
(.48)
.08777
(.26)
.6761
(.64)
.77 542.3 524.4 447.2
Z 241-1 Zrn_Za 60–75 Basement gneis .07 74.3 27.7 429.3 4.700 .1139
(.14)
.3179
(.27)
4.992
(.33)
.90 1779 1818 1862
Z 241-1 Zrn_Zb !60 Basement gneis .07 332 120 2670 4.537 .1141
(.05)
.3141
(.15)
4.941
(.16)
.76 1759 1808 1866
Z 241-1 Zrn_Zc 150–250 Basement gneis .30 142 53.9 1410 4.615 .1141
(.07)
.3218
(.19)
5.064
(.21)
.90 1798 1830 1866
Z 244-1 Mnz 75–100 Whiteschist .04 255 596 752.5 .03366 .05608
(.27)
.08754
(.20)
.6768
(.37)
.62 540.9 524.9 455.4
a 206Pb/204Pb is the measured ratio, all others are calculated, correction for blank, common Pb and fractionation. Number in parentheses is the relative 2j uncertainty in %.
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Figure 9. Concordia diagrams for (a) monazite analyses
of whiteschists (small size ; large sizefractionspwhite
) and garnet-biotite-kyanite gneiss (darkfractionsp gray
gray), (b) zircon analyses of the Solwezi Dome basement
gneiss (Z 220-1), and (c) zircon analyses of the Solwezi
Dome basement gneiss (Z 220-1). Sample numbers are
indicated.
bompo (Z 244-1) and the Mwombezhi Dome (Z 230-
1), and one whiteschist of the brownish variety (Z
220-9) as well as one biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss
(Z221-7) from the Solwezi Dome were collected.
All samples belong to the lower units of the Roan
Group. The basement rocks were sampled at the
Kabompo Dome (plagioclase-quartz-biotite-horn-
blende-epidote gneiss; Z 241-1) and at the Solwezi
Dome (plagioclase-quartz-biotite-muscovite-epi-
dote-tourmaline gneiss; Z 220-1).
Results of U-Pb and Rb-Sr Geochronology. Mona-
zite Ages. Monazite typically has high Th/U ra-
tios with more than 5 wt% ThO2 and much less
than 1 wt% UO2 (Ko¨ppel 1974). Monazites that
grew under highly oxidizing conditions should in-
corporate even more Th than U and thus also 230Th
(a short-lived intermediate daughter of 238U), since
U occurs under such conditions mainly as U6 and
is therefore not suitable for incorporation into the
monazite structure. The decay from 230Th to 206Pb
(half-life ca. 75,000 yr) produces 206Pb/238U ages that
are too old because thorogenic 206Pb is added to the
uranogenic 206Pb (Scha¨rer 1984). Therefore, the
207Pb/235U age represents the best estimate for the
age of monazites, specially if they have high Th/U
ratios due to oxidizing conditions (Parrish 1990; To-
mascak et al. 1996). Whiteschists have highly ox-
idized mineral assemblages with almost all Fe
bound in hematite resulting in the typical high-Mg
silicate assemblages. Multivalent ions mainly oc-
cur in their highest oxidation state (e.g., Johnson
and Oliver 2002). Thus, the high Th/U ratios (50–
120) of monazites from the whiteschists (table B11)
suggest that excess 206Pb may cause reverse discor-
dance. A correction for excess 206Pb is not possible
for metamorphic monazites because it is not pos-
sible to evaluate which minerals were in equilib-
rium with monazite during its formation (Parrish
1990), and thus, it is not possible to estimate how
much of the excess 206Pb in the whole rock was
available for incorporation into monazite during its
growth. In order to evaluate the significance of the
207Pb/235U ages of whiteschist monazites, different
grain size fractions as well as monazites from the
biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss (Z 221-7) were ana-
lyzed (table 2).
From all samples only clear and subhedral to
round monazite crystals were selected for U-Pb geo-
chronology. All monazite fractions of the investi-
gated whiteschists yield strongly reverse discordant
ages (fig. 9a). The fractions of the Chowe River sam-
ple (Z271-2) with the larger grain sizes (mixed and
250–350 mm) yield identical 207Pb/235U ages with
Ma and Ma but vary strongly in531 2 531 3
the 206Pb/238U ratios (table 2). The smaller size frac-
tion (60–75 mm) has a younger 207Pb/235U age with
Ma and a similar 206Pb/238U age. The dif-522 2
ferent size fractions of sample Z 230-1 (Lufilian Arc)
yield the same 207Pb/235U age range with 532 2
Ma (400–500 mm) and Ma (75–100 mm) as524 3
well as variations in the 206Pb/238U ratios (table 2)
compared with the monazites of Zambezi Belt (Z
271-2). The monazite fraction (75–100 mm) of sam-
ple Z 244-1 has a 207Pb/235U age of Ma,525 2
which is similar to the result of the other smaller
size fractions. The monazites of sample Z 220-9
(150–200 mm) yield a 207Pb/235U age of Ma,501 2
which is much younger than all other results (table
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Table 3. Rb-Sr Isotope Analyses for Lufilian Arc Samples
Sample and type Rb (ppm) Sr (ppm) 87Rb/86Sra 87Sr/86Sra Initial 87Sr/86Sr Age (Ma)b
Z 220-1:
Muscovite 301 20.4 44.0 1.0287 .722 489.6  4.8
Biotite 556 2.44 1134 8.4182 .722 476.3  4.7
Plagioclase 104 622 .486 .72513
Z 221-7:
Biotite 323 3.59 309 2.7921 .726 468.8  4.6
Plagioclase .871 120 .0211 .72635
Z 241-1:
Biotite 1011 4.34 1190 8.7029 .739 469.7  4.6
Plagioclase 175 565 .900 .74498
a Ratios corrected for fractionation, spike, and blank as described in text. Uncertainties of isotopic ratios as described in text (not
shown).
b Uncertainty in ages in million years at the 2j confidence interval.
2). In contrast, the monazite fraction (100–150 mm)
from the biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss (Z 221-7) of
the Solwezi Dome yields a concordant age of
Ma (fig. 9a).529 2
All 207Pb/235U ages of larger size fractions of mon-
azites from whiteschsists range between 531 and
532 Ma. The analyses differ only in the 206Pb/238U
ages (fig. 9a), indicating that thorogenic 206Pb
caused the strong and variable reverse discordance
(e.g., Tomascak et al. 1996). The concordant age of
sample Z 221-7 with Ma confirms the in-529 2
terpretation that the 207Pb/235U ages reflect the true
ages, and since all other ages are identical within
error, Ma is taken as the best age estimate529 2
for the peak of metamorphism. The smaller size
fractions have younger 207Pb/235U ages, between 522
and 525 Ma ( Ma), with similarmeanp 523 2
variations in the 206Pb/238U ages to those of the
larger size fractions. The time between 530 and 523
displays the time span of monazite crystallization
rather than cooling ages because metamorphic tem-
peratures never reached values above the suggested
closure temperatures of monazite. The monazite
sample Z 220-9 with Ma is clearly younger501 2
than all other monazites; however, this rock dis-
plays the most intensive retrogression, and there-
fore this age is interpreted to be a result of late-
stage fluid activity.
Cooling Ages. The results of the Rb-Sr dating
of muscovite and biotite are given in table 3. The
closure temperature for Rb-Sr has been estimated
for muscovite at ca. C and for biotite at500  50
ca. 350C (Hanson and Gast 1967; Dodson 1979).
For the biotite-kyanite-garnet gneiss (Z 221-7)
sampled at the Solwezi Dome, the biotite-plagio-
clase isochron gives an age of Ma. The469 5
basement rock of the Solwezi Dome (Z 220-1)
yields Rb-Sr ages of Ma for muscovite-490 5
plagioclase and Ma for biotite-plagioclase,476 5
indicating that both samples of the Solwezi Dome
experienced the same cooling history since 500C,
and thus, both rocks were affected by the same tec-
tonothermal event at about 530 Ma, dated with the
U-Pb monazite ages. A biotite-plagioclase pair from
the basement rock of the Kabompo Dome (Z 241-
1) gives a Rb-Sr age of Ma, similar to the470 5
other biotite-plagioclase ages of this study, again
indicating that the rocks experienced the same
metamorphic event. Using ca. 530 Ma as the age
of peak metamorphism with a peak temperature of
ca. 750C (Lufilian Arc) as well as the cooling ages
for 500C of ca. 490 Ma and for 350C of ca. 470
Ma, the Lufilian Arc orogen cooled at a rate of ca.
6–7C/Ma.
Zircon Ages. U-Pb ages of zircons date the mag-
matic emplacement of the basement rocks of the
Lufilian Arc domes. From the basement sample of
the Solwezi Dome (Z 220-1), five fractions with
different shapes and sizes were analyzed (table 2).
Only pristine zircons were used, divided in groups
with long prismatic (Z1), long prismatic rounded
(Z2), spheric multiple-faceted (Z3), very small crys-
tals of spheric multiple-faceted (Z4), and large, long
prismatic crystals that were air abraded (Z5). Air
abrasion was used to obtain more concordant anal-
yses by removing metamict parts or younger over-
growths (Krogh 1982; Mezger and Krogstad 1997).
A discordia line through all five fractions has upper
and lower intercept ages of Ma and1863 25
Ma with the close spacing of the anal-414 270
yses generating large uncertainties on both ages.
The age of peak metamorphism with ca. 530 Ma,
obtained from monazites of the overlying Katangan
rocks, is within the error of the lower intercept age.
Since the cover and the basement rocks experi-
enced the same tectonothermal event, as indicated
by the Rb-Sr mica ages, pinning of the discordia
line through a Ma lower intercept seems530 10
to be reasonable and results in an upper intercept
age of Ma (fig. 9b). The air-abraded zircon1874 9
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Figure 10. Geological map of Zambia, Northern Zimbabwe, and Western Moc¸ambique showing the spatial distri-
bution of determined ages of crustal thickening (amphibolite to eclogite facies) in the Lufilian Arc-Zambezi Belt
orogen. Enlarged bold sample labels indicate the results of this study: 1 p John et al. 2003; 2 p Hanson et al. 1998;
3 p Goscombe et al. 2000; 4 p Mu¨ller 2002; 5 p Vinyu et al. 1999; 6 p Loris et al. 1997.
fraction gives the most discordant analysis (fig. 9b),
which can be due to recrystallization of metamict
zircons during amphibolite facies metamorphism
(Mezger and Krogstad 1997). Three zircon fractions
of sample Z 241-1 were used to define the time of
crystallization of the Kabompo Dome basement.
Only pristine zircons were used. The analyzed frac-
tions (table 2) consist of long prismatic rounded
(Za), spheric multiple-faceted (Zb), and large long
prismatic air-abraded crystals (Zc). Since the Rb-Sr
biotite age of this rock is identical with that of the
Solwezi Dome rocks, the same assumption about
the metamorphic evolution as for Z 220-1 were
made. The three analyses define an upper intercept
age of Ma if the lower intercept is an-1884 10
chored at Ma (fig. 9c). Using only the530 10
three analyses, the upper intercept age is 1869
Ma. The upper intercept ages of Ma120 1874 9
(Z 220-1, Solwezi Dome) and Ma (Z 241-1884 10
1, Kabompo Dome) are the best estimate for the
basement formation of the Lufilian Arc domes. No
evidence for another tectonothermal event be-
tween emplacement and peak metamorphism at ca.
530 Ma were found.
Comparison with Previous Studies and Discussion.
The formation ages of the basement rocks within
the Domes Region of and Ma1874 9 1884 10
is in agreement with the Palaeoproterozoic ages of
basement rocks of the eastern Lufilian Arc, ranging
from 2.0 to 1.8 Ga obtained by Rb-Sr whole rock
and U-Pb SHRIMP dating (Cahen et al. 1984; Rai-
naud et al. 1999). However, with Ma,1884 10
the formation of the Kabompo Dome basement oc-
curred ca. 50–60 m.yr. later than deduced from
SHRIMP dating results of Key et al. (2001). The
occurrence of ca. 1.2-Ga-old basement in the
Domes Region, as suggested by Cosi et al. (1992),
based mainly on a poorly constrained regional Rb-
Sr isochron, is questionable in the light of the re-
sults of the present study. In addition, no evidence
for a Mesoproterozoic metamorphic event was
found that might have affected the rocks of the
Domes Region.
A tectonothermal event between ca. 550 and 525
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Figure 11. Illustration of the proposed evolution of the
Pan-African Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt orogen: a, the ex-
tensional stadium is related to the dispersal of Rodinia
and led to the formation of an ocean basin; b, during
convergence between the Kalahari and Congo craton, the
ocean basin closed; c, in the final stage of convergence,
the Kalahari and Congo cratons collide, resulting in a
continent-continent collision; d, the stage of cooling is
dominated by denudation and uplift.
Ma has been dated at several localities of the entire
Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt (fig. 10). Amphibolite to
high-pressure granulite facies metamorphic events
in the Zambezi Belt have been dated in the Rush-
inga Area around ca. 535 Ma (U-Pb zircon and ti-
tanite ages; Vinyu et al. 1999), in the Mavuradonha
Mountains at ca. 550 Ma with to551 7 545
Ma (Pb-Pb zircon evaporation and Grt-wr Sm-Nd9
ages; Mu¨ller 2002), in the Chewore Inliers at
Ma (SHRIMP analyses of zircon; Gos-526 17
combe et al. 2000), and in the Makuti Metamorphic
Complex around Ma (U-Pb zircon and ti-542 10
tanite ages; Hanson et al. 1998). In addition, re-
crystallization of uraninite due to a tectonic event
at around Ma has been dated with the U-530 1
Pb system at Lwiswishi, Lufilian Arc (Loris et al.
1997). All these ages are in a good agreement with
the results of this study and thus point to one major
crustal thickening event at ca. 530 Ma that affected
the entire Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt orogen almost
simultaneously (fig. 10). This interpretation is con-
sistent with recent models of the Pan-African belts
of central southern Africa. In these models an oro-
genic belt formed by continental collision between
560 and 540 Ma stretches from the Moc¸ambique
Belt either to the Damara Belt (e.g., Goscombe et
al. 2000) or to the West Congo Belt (e.g., Porada and
Berhorst 2000; fig. 1). Goscombe et al. (2000) con-
cluded that the tectonic setting of this Pan-African
orogenic belt is still unresolved. In contrast, Porada
and Berhorst (2000) interpreted the Lufilian Arc and
northern Zambezi Belt as originating together as a
segment of a passive continental margin that be-
longs to the southern edge of the Congo Craton.
The related rifting started at ca. 880 Ma (Porada
and Berhorst 2000 and references therein), and first
mafic intrusions within the thinned lower crust are
documented to have occurred ca. 870 Ma (Mu¨ller
2002). Porada and Berhorst (2000) postulated the
opening and closure of an ocean basin to explain
the deposits of passive margin sediment sequences
and following thrust transport (1150-km distance).
In addition, geochemical and geochronological data
of eclogites and gabbros of central Zambia are ev-
idence for a Neoproterozoic ocean basin. The low
geothermal gradient during eclogite facies meta-
morphism indicates that this basin was relatively
large (John et al. 2003). These models are in contrast
to the model of Dirks and Sithole (1999), who pro-
posed that the major collisional event in the Zam-
bezi Belt occurred between 1100–945 Ma (during
Rodinia consolidation), and was followed by an ex-
tensional event at around 800 Ma (reworking of the
Zambezi Belt during Rodinia break up). In this
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model a nonoceanic basin closed without signifi-
cant crustal thickening between 550–500 Ma.
The cooling ages of ca. Ma for muscovite490 5
and ca. Ma for biotite, determined for the470 5
Lufilian Arc, are in agreement with the results of
Cosi et al. (1992), who reported Rb-Sr muscovite
ages from 510 to 450 Ma (see discussion in Porada
and Berhorst 2000). Cooling at a rate of 6–7C/Ma
for the Lufilian Arc is similar to the cooling history
of parts of the Zambezi Belt that record rates be-
tween 4 and 16C/Ma (Goscombe et al. 2000 and
references therein), pointing to a synchronous post-
tectonic evolution.
Conclusions
Combining the results of this study with the data
and interpretations from the literature leads to the
following model for the Pan-African mobile belts
of central southern Africa (fig. 1).
Extension. Figure 11a. Initial rifting started at
ca. 880–870 Ma on the southern edge of the Congo
craton and is related to the dispersal of Rodinia.
During the proceeding rifting, a passive continental
margin developed (Porada and Berhorst 2000) and
an ocean basin formed (John et al. 2003).
Convergence. Figure 11b. The geodynamic set-
ting changed from extension to compression, and
due to the convergence of the Congo and Kalahari
cratons, oceanic lithosphere was subducted and
eclogites were formed at ca. 600 Ma (John et al.
2003).
Collision. Figure 11c. After the oceanic crust
was consumed, the Kalahari craton started to over-
ride the passive continental margin and collided in
the final stage of the continent-continent collision
with the Congo craton at ca. 530 Ma. Hence, the
formation of the talc-kyanite (whiteschist) assem-
blages occurred during this continental collision,
and the metasomatic process responsible for the
whiteschist formation might be related to fluids
from shallow water sediments of the overridden
plate.
Cooling. Figure 11d. When the final collision
with thrusting over a distance of 1150 km (Porada
and Berhorst 2000) came to an end, rapid erosion
and/or tectonic uplift and finally cooling followed.
It is shown by this study that the whiteschists
within the Lufilian Arc–Zambezi Belt formed un-
der high-pressure amphibolite facies conditions.
Evidence for eclogite facies metamorphism was not
found in whiteschists, and the eclogites of the cen-
tral Zambezi Belt were formed at ca. 600 Ma, thus
the high-P metamorphism at ca. 530 Ma was most
likely linked to a continental collision rather than
to subduction zone processes. The proposed crustal
thickening event affected the entire Lufilian Arc–
Zambezi Belt almost simultaneously ca. 70 m.yr.
after the subduction of an ocean basin. Conse-
quently, it is suggest that the Lufilian Arc–Zambezi
Belt represent part of the collisional plate boundary
between the Congo and the Kalahari craton during
Gondwana growth as it was initially proposed by
Coward and Daly (1984).
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